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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

13 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

11 / 15

c) Target Market Size

9 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

10 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

9 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

52 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

8 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

11 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

8 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

6 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

5/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

5 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

43 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

15 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

8 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

3/5
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d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

8 / 10

Total Points - Team

34 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

15 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

12 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

3/5

d) Governance infrastructure

10 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

8 / 10

Total Points - Governance

48 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

15 / 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

10 / 10

Total Points - Regulatory

25 / 25

Total

202 / 250

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer:
Nexus Mutual is a decentralised discretionary mutual protocol currently offering cover for Yield Tokens (i.e. protecting
against yield-bearing token de-pegging), general Protocol cover (i.e. protecting against hacks on a specific protocol)
and Custody Cover (i.e. protecting against halted withdrawals and haircuts on funds stored on centralised exchanges)
[1]. It is important to understand that Nexus does not offer insurance but only provides discretionary cover, which
means if a material loss occurs it is not a legal obligation to pay out but only a discretion [2]. The project has launched
in May 2019 [3]. [4]
Nexus Mutual has identified the typical principal-agent problem between insurance companies and its customers (e.g.
Insurance companies have flexibility in timing and risk coverage while limited downside, while customers carry the
risk) and information asymmetry (e.g. customers have limited insight into capitalisation percentages of insurers) [3].
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The protocol believes to solve for this with a community-minded insurance model facilitated through incentive-aligning
tokeneconomic design, where members can share risks with one another and participate at every level of the
organisation if they choose to. In addition, Nexus Mutual unlike traditional insurances creates transparency by building
on top of Ethereum - a public permissionless distributed ledger.
Nexus Mutual has introduced organisational innovation by mapping the function of a Mutual in the traditional world
into a permissionless system while being law compliant under UK law. In order to do so, membership is tracked by the
NXM token which can only be transferred by whitelisted addresses that have undergone KYC. The NXM token acts as
an incentive token in order to facilitate crowdsourced claims assessment and crowdsourced risk assessment by
mutual members (see more Section 2 Tokeneconomics). While the organisational innovation is not a zero-to-one
innovation (i.e. entirely novel concept of doing things), it provides meaningful innovation by creating economic
incentives to encourage Mutual members to participate in the claims, risk assessment process and governance of the
mutual. The introduction of these mechanisms significantly reduces Operational and IT, Support function costs
relative to traditional insurance companies (based on Nexus's own estimates approximately 72% of non-commission
frictional costs are reduced [4]).
From a technical innovation, the translation of mutual insurance is translated onto public permissionless distributed
ledger technology. Especially, noteworthy is the use of the NXM token as a weighted-membership token within Nexus
Mutual and that the code is original (i.e. not forked).
Overall, Nexus Mutual deserves a score of 13 as it has introduced meaningful technical and organisational innovation.
Yet, the extent to which the innovation is meaningful to the problem addressed can be characterised as the translation
of existing concepts.
Sources:
-

[1]https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/docs/users/types-of-cover
[2] https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/docs/users/understanding-nexus-mutual#9521
[3]https://medium.com/nexus-mutual/nexus-mutual-launch-how-our-digital-cooperative-will-work-711822c293
1d
[4]https://nexusmutual.io/assets/docs/nmx_white_paperv2_3.pdf

Score: 13

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer:
Market fit/demand can be attempted to be answered by looking at a set of metrics. In order to answer this question,
we will look at Daily Active Addresses (DAA), Total Value Locked (TVL), Revenue and Covers sold and some Social
metrics.
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DAA [1]:

Fig VP1b-1: Daily Active Addresses of NXM and wNXM from late 21 December 2021 to 21 June 2022 - Source: Santiment.net

DAA refers to the number of distinct addresses that participated in a transfer of a given asset on a given day [1]. Note:
Addresses are counted once per day and addresses for senders and the receivers of the asset are counted. As Fig
VP1b-1 shows the NXM 30-day Moving Average was ~ 11 Addresses while wNXM shows around 10 times the activity.
While the NXM transfers are low the activity refers only to Mutual members and suggests daily activity between
mutual members. This can be interpreted as positive. It's hard to evaluate if more activity is desirable at present.
TVL [2]:

Fig VP1b-2: TVL in Nexus Mutual all time (left). Normalised TVL of Nexus Mutual relative to DeFi July 2021 to July 2022 (right) - Data Source:
Defillama

The total value looked sits at 162.5 M USD at the time of writing [2]. If we look at the progression of TVL from Nexus
Mutual we see at the height of the market frenzy the assets within the capital pool reach a worth of around 800M and
followed the typical market decline (see Figure VP1b-2 (left)). TVL potentially can be taken as a gauge of interest,
willingness to invest and trust as users park capital into the protocol (which can be influenced by incentives). While
Nexus Mutual TVL was hit in dollar terms it was only slightly more affected than when looking at relative performance
to TVL in all of DeFi and generally followed the same path then the overall market (see Figure VP1b-2 (right)). This
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metric in isolation suggests a) that that the capital pools could be more diversified or hedged (even if denominated in
ETH) and b) that proxy of TVL declined in line with the Defi market and that Nexus seems to perform with the wider
market.
Revenue [3, 4]:
Monthly Surplus of Covers

Revenue of Nexus Mutual
2022

Fig VP1b-3: Revenue of Nexus Mutual 2022 (bottom).Monthly Surplus of Covers (top) - Source: Tokenterminal & Nexustracker.io

Protocol revenue refers to the income that is generated by the protocol. It shows if a user is actually willing to pay for
the service or product and is a strong indicator of product/market fit. Nexus Mutual achieves a daily revenue flow.
Overall in 2022 thus far it achieved consistently a monthly surplus except for May 2022, which was due to Nexus
Mutual honouring discretionary cover for the Rari Fuse pool exploit [6].
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Cover sold [3]:

Number of Unique Cover
Pruchasers per-month

Active Cover Amount all-time

Fig VP1b-4: Number of Unique Cover Pruchasers per-month (Top). Active Cover Amount all time (right) - Source: Nexustracker.io

If we look at the number of unique cover purchasers per month since inception we see a continuous increase
suggesting ongoing adoption. This is counter to the intuition one might get when looking at Active Covers, which have
declined with the general market within 2022.
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Social [5]:

Fig VP1b-5: Twitter followers the last 6 months (left). Alexa web ranking over the past 6 months (right) - Source: Coingecko.io

When looking at the Twitter follower over time we see a decline in growth over the past 6 months and an increase in
Alexa web ranking. Both of which suggest declined interest which aligns with the market downturn and the decline in
market interest.
Overall, Nexus Mutual seems to follow right now the market trend has led to a slow down in social, covers issued and
a significant drop in TVL. Yet nevertheless Nexus Mutual is revenue generating and unique addresses purchasing
covers are increasing. In addition despite the market downturn is still actively providing covers to the mutual member,
which suggests there is a user base of the products created by Nexus Mutual and thus suggests product/market fit.
This has to be read in context to the target market (see Section 1c) which despite being relatively small within the
crypto industry and DeFi, is a promising area for growth.
Sources:
-

[1] https://academy.santiment.net/metrics/daily-active-addresses/
[2] https://defillama.com/
[3] https://nexustracker.io/
[4] https://tokenterminal.com/
[5] https://coingecko.com/
[6]
https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/docs/claims-assessment/claims-history/rari-capital-fuse-market-exploit-30-04
-2022

Score: 11
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c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer:
Total addressable market: Theoretically, if Nexus Mutual Model is successful it could be expanded to ensure any
insurance product - given we are dealing with a DAO model (i.e. through effective capital allocation and empowerment
of DAO members) this could be an imaginable yet unlikely scenario within the near to medium term. However, Nexus
plans to pursue this as part of its long-term vision [7, 8]. Nevertheless, given the long-estimated time horizon for this at
present, the scope is limited to the cybersecurity insurance market (as this is more adjacent to the current field of
operation). The cybersecurity insurance market is at present approximately USD 11.9 billion in 2022 to USD 29.2 billion
by 2027 according to Market and Market market research report [1]. With the drive into the digital world, strong growth
is projected and promises a promising growth environment where the market sector grows alongside the organisation
within it.
Service Addressable market: In the mid- to short-term the Service addressable market is limited to the cryptocurrency
ecosystem. The industry has no of lack of risk insurance and more traditional insurance are becoming aware of the
industry [2]. While hard to quantify an estimate CeFi participants were willing this cycle to insure crypto held on
customers behalf with $255 Million (Coinbase) and 100 Million (BitGo) respectively [3][4]. In addition, it looks like the
DeFi Insurance market shows a slowly increasing number of competitors which is reflected in the TVL of the industry
on DeFillama in the meantime have reached a meagre ~ 450 Million TVL at the time of writing [5] with a market cap of
a similar size [6]. As the industry matures and derisking using insurance moves into the mainstream industry
conscious the service addressable market is likely to increase.
Service Obtainable Market: Nexus Mutual insures against yield-bearing token de-pegging, hacking on a specific
protocol and halted withdrawals and haircuts on funds stored on centralised exchanges. This limits the scope of
insurance at present. A further limitation is a need for capital to be able to insure. Given that the Mutual is 4.8x
capital-efficient it’s Service Obtainable Market giving is capped to (4.8x capital pool = 4.8 x 153,417 ETH) 736,401.6
ETH or (4.8x$162,460,496) $779,810,380.8 [7].
Overall the target market is substantial in long the run and shows signs of sustainable growth. Yet at present, the
market is somewhat small for which 1 point is deducted from the overall score and a score of 9 is given.
Sources:
[1] https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/cyber-insurance-market-47709373.html
[2] https://www.investopedia.com/news/cryptocurrency-insurance-could-be-big-industry-future/
[3]https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2019/04/02/255-million-coinbase-confirms-extent-of-crypto-insurance
-coverage/
[4]
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2019/02/19/bitgo-offering-100-million-in-crypto-insurance-through-lloyd
s-of-london/
[5] https://defillama.com/protocols/insurance
[6] https://www.coingecko.com/en/categories/insurance
[7] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOxxikFw_m8&t=3s
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[8]
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1V0Tyu5Z_M5E_YKaSNX4SqX9UlwMIXKSA/edit?usp=sharing&ouid
=113141904818024223530&rtpof=true&sd=true
[9] https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/docs/users/nexus-financials#capital-pool-investments
[10] https://forum.nexusmutual.io/t/proposal-allocate-eth-to-stakewise/857
[11] https://forum.nexusmutual.io/t/proposal-allocate-capital-to-maple-finance/835

Score: 9

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer:
The main token-based competitor of Nexus Mutual based on TVL within the insurance ecosystem is InsurAce, Insure
and Unslashed Finance. Armor.fi while on the top in terms of TVL is excluded as it represents its coverage product is
underwritten by Nexus Mutual [1]. In addition, Sherlock while high TVL and a relevant competitor have not been listed
in the analysis as the token does not trade publicly. Yet, references will be made in this section were possible.
TVL:

Fig VP1d-1: TVL of Nexus Mutual, Sherlock, Unslashed and Insurace on Ethereum - Source: Defillama.com

When looking at TVL across the protocol Nexus Mutual is the clear market leader. While there is an error from the data
provided by Defillama, for Unslashed resulting in a distortion of the graph, it is visible that other insurance providers
are magnitudes smaller than Nexus Mutual. In addition, the graph shows that Nexus Mutual unlike its competitors has
been around the longest. [2]
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Markets

Fig VP1d-2: Market within the Ethereum Ecosystem - Source:Coingecko.com

Diving deeper into the data InsurAce is most widely available across markets in the Ethereum Ecosystem. As NXM
represent a membership token to be part of the Mutual Insurance this is not surprising. Interesting to observe is that
Wrapped NXM is on par. Followed by Unslashed-Finance. Suggesting best liquidity for wNXM and InsurAce.
Social following:
In terms of social InsurAce has the largest following yet NXM is mostly on par. This may suggest that interest piles in
from other communities based in other ecosystems beyond Ethereum given the relatively shorter period of time of
existence or InsurAce and the smaller TVL (even when viewed cross-chain).

Fig VP1d-2: Market within the Ethereum Ecosystem - Source:Coingecko.com

Product:
A brief comparison table shows the product covered. Nexus Mutual's offering seems most “mature”. They differentiate
themselves by more holistic coverage, so for instance “Code being used in an unintended way (e.g., exploits, hacks),
Economic design failures, Severe oracle failure, Governance Attacks”. Other competitors do cover some risk yet,
especially the more human attack vectors (i.e. Governance Attacks or Economic design failures are not covered.
Cover Products
Protocol Cover
Smart Contract
Yield Token Cover

Nexus Mutual [3]

InsurAce [4]

Unslashed Finance [5]

Sherlock [6]

✅
(✅ incl. Somewhat (✅ incl. Somewhat in
in Bundled Cover)
Bundled Cover)
✅
✅
✅
(✅ incl. protocol)
✅
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Custodians
Stablecoin De-Peg
Bundled Cover (e.g.
ANC+UST De-Peg)
Custom Bundles

✅
(✅ incl. somewhat
Yield Token)
(✅ incl. somewhat
Yield Cover)
(✅ emerging see
Gelt Finance Cover)

(Non-Custodial)
wallets
Validator Slashing

(TBA soon)

✅
✅
✅
✅

✅
✅
✅
✅
✅

Sherlock while high TVL relative to other competitor has limited product service offering to be considered serious
competition with for Nexus Mutual. Unshlased seems to offer some differentiated products but in the view of the
rater does not provide a substantial threat to Nexus Mutual. InsurAce takes a cross-chain strategy allowing users to
insure against several risks native on the chain of choosing - unlike Nexus Mutual where the insurance itself has to be
bought on Ethereum (Note: Coverage for other protocols beyond Ethereum is however available). The coverage of
protocols is large and the strategy of branching out to other chains and riskier assets may prove to be a powerful
strategy [4]. In addition, InsurAce does not require to become the user to become a Member and can be purchased by
anyone.
Active Covers of InsurAce
Source: Insurace.io

Active Covers of Nexus Mutual
Source: Nexustracker.io

Fig VP1d-3: Active Covers of InsurAce and Nexus Mutual
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Nevertheless, as the prior comparison in TVL showed marks Nexus Mutual still as clear market leader. This is also
made by the order of magnitude larger Active Covers of Nexus Mutual (~320 M) relative to InsurAce it is apparent
(~36 M) [6]. In addition, Discourse with the BraveNewDeFi [8] relativised the initial competitive impression that
InsurAce made by pointing out that fragmenting capital across chains sacrifices capital efficiency which becomes
visible whenviewing the average policy purchased on InsurAce vs. Nexus Mutual as well as cover amount of limit
when viewed for competing protocol.
Overall, Nexus acts as a benchmark within the industry while competition is emerging Nexus does not seem to be
threatened any time soon and thus deserves full marks.
Sources:
-

[1] https://armorfi.gitbook.io/armor/features-and-highlights/one-stop-protocol-cover-shop
[2] https://defillama.com/
[3] https://app.nexusmutual.io/cover
[4] https://app.insurace.io/Insurance/BuyCovers
[5] https://app.unslashed.finance/cover
[6] https://app.sherlock.xyz/protocols
[7] https://app.insurace.io/Data/Insurance
[8] https://twitter.com/BraveDeFi

Score: 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer:
Nexus Mutual has a major vertical integration with Armor.fi using Nexus as an underwriter for the coverage that they
issue through the Armor.fi platform [1]. Yet, as Armor.fi describes itself as a “smart cover aggregator for DeFi” it is
likely that they will add more underwriters in the future against which Nexus Mutual will have to compete on price and
coverage.
Nexus Mutual offers increasing covers for increasing more protocols (even beyond Ethereum) which have to go
through a formalisation process. In addition, some partners a listed on their webpage, yet the extent of the partnership
seems rather limited (e.g. GovBloc (now PlotX) for instance was simply launched by one of their former employees,
and Incentivai tested their tokenecomics).
In terms of unforkable value - Nexus Mutual is mostly the pool of capital that is locked in through the tokeneconomic
mechanism (NXM can sell to the market wNXM at a discount but cannot withdraw ETH as the MCR is below 100%).
The TVL is substantially larger than other insurance protocols and provides a meaningful moat at present as it allows
for the issuing of more and larger covers.
More partnerships would be a meaningful addition. Yet, Nexus Mutual is setting up for this by making Nexus V2 easier
to integrate as pricing will shift on-chain. This will allow protocol service providers such as DeFi Dashboard Apeboard,
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Zapper.fi etc to offer coverage through their platform. The introduction of syndicates would also allow selling
insurance on the secondary market without the need for KYC. An additional strategy that Nexus has pursued is
partnering with larger protocols or DAOs to cover risk protocol for them or their treasury [2, 3] .
Overall Nexus Mutual has some partners or some integrations into other protocols and promising strategies for
further integration and partnership growth.
Source:
[1] https://nexusmutual.substack.com/p/nexus-mutual-newsletter-4-april-2022
[2] See the Babylon Shield partnership: https://twitter.com/BabylonFinance/status/1535120436119638016
[3] Gelt Finance's policy to cover depositors up to $100k per depositor:
https://twitter.com/GeltFinance/status/1534985508190838784
Score: 9

2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behavior in the protocol, and the ability of the
token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer:
In order to explain the functions of the NXM token and it’s relation to wNXM, let’s first map out the token economy of
the Nexus Mutual. The diagram is an amended Stock-and-Flow inspired diagram. The amendment has been done in
order to make it more accessible.
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Fig T2a-1: Amended Stock-and-flow diagram showing Sources and Sink of the NXM Token economy

A high-level description of the token economy is that Insurance Mutual members have to perform KYC in order to get
access to the Mutual for the sake of legal compliance. The NXM token can only be transferred by whitelisted
members. Each member contributes to the Capital Pool in order to participate in the Mutual (either by purchase cover,
participating in claims assessment, risk assessment or governance) by exchanging ETH for NXM on the bonding
curve (also referred to as the continuous token model). Depending on the Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR) of the
Capital Pool (used to pay for claims) Price will vary an MCR below 100% NXM holder won’t be able to withdraw NXM
for ETH. The community has created wrapped NXM, which can be publicly traded and exchanged for NXM by Nexus
Mutual Members.
This rater has identified five non-mutually exclusive roles in the Nexus Mutal Ecosystem:
- Member: KYCed NXM holder who can participate in Governance
- User: Member that uses NXM or ETH to purchase Cover products.
- Risk Assessor: Staker on Cover Offerings in order to signal the risk of a cover product. The more staked the
cheaper the cover for the user. In case of a claim, the Risk Assessor Stake gets burned/ slashed. The
underwriter earns 50% in NXM of the premiums when users buy coverage, which is distributed proportionally
to the total amount of NXM staked against that cover.
- Claim Assessor: In case of a claim, NXM holder can stake NXM to become a claim assessor. Assessing
claims in line with the consensus outcome earns Claims Assessors an additional 20% of the fee pool, while
voting against the consensus outcome results in the assessor’s tokens being staked for a longer period. The
fee pool consists of newly minted NXM member tokens valued at 20% of the price the Cover Holder paid for
their cover. Note: the advisory board can burn the staked NXM in case of malicious behaviour.
- Advisory board: Selected members that can be voted in/ removed at any time which have the broad
authorities of: 1. Facilitate and implement the wishes of the membership base, 2. Punish bad actors within the
Claims Assessment process by burning their stake, 3. Meet all the legal and regulatory requirements of Nexus
Mutual Ltd. 4. Implement emergency pause functionality if required. 5. White-list and vote on proposals where
required.
So to conclude the NXM token serves the following purposes within the ecosystem:
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Membership to Nexus Mutual Ecosystem
Governance Rights
Asset-backed Utility Token
Work token for claim and risk assessor
Purchasing cover
Claim to Revenue if MCR is above 100%

The tokenomic design seems to align and benefit the relevant stakeholder (e.g. governance function is given to LPs),
functioning reliable (live since 2019) and seem to be well balanced. While the advisory board does represent a useful
function, it is gifted with a lot of power governance power which could be handed more to NXM holder by the
introduction of a delegate system (or something similar). This resulted in a minor reduction of -1 point as theoretically
any advisory board member can be voted out. In addition, revenue generated by the risk assessor or claims assessor
is issued in NXM which is volatile in nature and brings added market risk to the user executing protocol functions while tradeable at any time by wrapping NXM to wNXM if the MCR is below 100% a price divergence appears meaning
entities relying upon (such as specialised risk assessor) participating will have to sell at a discount to cover the
operational cost. This again leads to subtraction of -1. Overall, Nexus Mutual deserves however the top-scoring
bracket with an 8.

Sources:
-

-

[1]
https://nxmcommunity.notion.site/Tokenomics-Expert-Course-aad49d9a30b044e4af88c3cf137dca
da
[2] https://nexusmutual.io/token-model.html
[3] https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/
[4] https://nexusmutual.io/assets/docs/nmx_white_paperv2_3.pdf

Score: 8
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b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer: Nexus Mutual's initial Token allocation is 43% to the Team, 24%
for Seed Investor and 33% to the Foundation with the issuance of 3
Million tokens as initial supply, which since then approximately doubled
(6,789,382 NXM). This distribution seems heavily skewed to Team and
Investors on the first sign, yet to add nuance Team as well as Investor
cannot dump the token as redeeming of ETH for the Capital Pool for NXM
requires the MCR to be above 100%, yet with the possible emergence of
wNXM introduced by the NXM community, this became possible. [1]
If we look at the progression of the NXM token holder distribution we see
that the tokenholder-base seem to have distributed more evenly at first
sight1[2]. A calculation of the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) suggests
a low 299.27 points which relatively speaking to corporate measures is
considered a low concentration industry [3]. In order to perform this calculation correctly, wNXM and NXM token holder
have to be included as wNXM can be “unwrapped” at any time.

Fig T2b-1: Combined NXM & wNXM Top 100 Token Holders - Source: Etherscan.io

Overall the initial token distribution seems is skewed yet it gets bumped up as the are safety mechanisms that
prevented the cashing out of early NXM holders (i.e. they cannot redeem from ETH from the capital pool unless the
MCR is above 100%). In addition, we are dealing with an entity acting more company/ Service DAO which is different
in its nature to a Layer 1 Blockchain and in the view of this rater can afford to be somewhat more centralised. Looking
at the present the distribution seems to have balanced more which is a positive sign, which is supported by the
adjusted HHI relatively speaking to traditional economies.
Overall, the protocol receives a score of 8. There is a clear sign of long-term alignment (MCR mechanism) and the
current picture of the token holder distribution paints a relatively positive picture. Yet, nevertheless, the initial token
holder distribution was skewed.
1

To confirm this statement more extensive on-chain digging has to be done. Please reach out to xm3van if there is
interest.
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Sources:
-

[1]
https://medium.com/nexus-mutual/nexus-mutual-launch-how-our-digital-cooperative-will-work-711822c2931d
[2] https://etherscan.io/token/tokenholderchart/0xd7c49cee7e9188cca6ad8ff264c1da2e69d4cf3b
[3] https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/finance/herfindahl-hirschman-index-hhi/

Score: 11

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does it
incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
Answer:
Nexus Mutual supply is not capped, yet correlated to capitalisation level, meaning issuance and contraction orientate
themselves based on the capitalisation pool. Issuance (or Sources) of new NXM can occur in several ways:
1) Nexus Mutual makes use of a bonding curve mechanism at which new members can join the mutual at any
time by exchanging ETH for freshly minted NXM. The exchange price depends on the Minimum Capital Pool
(MCR) and the current Capital requirement of the Pool. If the MCR is above 100% minting new NXM will be
expensive and the redeeming NXM for ETH will be attractive (generating deflationary pressure on NXM
supply). On the other hand, if the MCR is below 100 % redeeming is halted and minting new NXM becomes
cheaper. Note: This dynamic is influenced by the introduction of wNXM where the MCR is arbitrage at 100% and
wNXM can be sold on the open market. It makes minting new NXM quite unattractive as when the MCR is below
100% it’s cheaper to buy wNXM on the open market and unwrap it.
2) New NXM can be issued for voting participation as incentive & gas compensation (as it is an on-chain vote).
3) Risk Assessors are compensated with 50% of the claim cover worth in NXM which is proportionally
distributed to Stakers on a given cover product to signal risk.
4) Claim Assessor receive NXM as a fixed percentage of the cost of cover proportionally distributed by stake
across stakers on a given claim assessment.
Nexus Mutual as several Sinks:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Slashing for malicious behaviour in the claims assessor process, which is subject to the advisory board.
Slashing of stake for Risk Assessors in case of claim
Burning of deposit by a Cover user in case of the claim gets rejected
Purchase of a cover (90% of the cover amount is burned in NXM)
Redemption of ETH for NXM if the MCR <100%

Sink, as well as Sources, align stakeholder incentives. This section does not receive full marks as the introduction of
wNXM renders the bonding curve mechanism somewhat ineffective (-2). Hence, overall the Nexus deserves a score of
8 points.
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Score: 8

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer: The NXM token entitles Nexus Mutual Members to redeem ETH for NXM if the MCR is above 100%. In
general, the capital pool is owned by the Mutual Member which means that any growth in the Capital Pool in theory
benefits the Mutual Members. However, as there are restrictions to get the capital out it seems to put a large
commitment/ restriction on the individual Mutual member in terms of accessing their capital again. Apart from that
protocol functions are rewarded in NXM.
Overalls, the Nexus Mutual is awarded a score of 6 for this section as a large commitment is placed on the NXM
holders and exiting the mutual is difficult during times where the MCR is below 100% - I see this especially problematic
for protocol functions that may need to cover operations expenses. In addition, these payouts are correlated to the
markets which provide additional operational risk.
Score: 6

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer:
For NXM this analysis does not make sense as it acts (among other functions) as a membership token and is
restricted by design exclusively to Nexus Mutual Members. Thus by design NXM is very limited availability and is
largely illiquid.
An analysis of shows that wNXM had over the past 181 days a mean Dollar Volume Liquidity of 1991770 USD with a
standard deviation of 1812129 USD. The standard deviation is fluctuation under 25% of the Dollar Volume Liquidity,
indicating a sufficiently liquid market. wNXM is available in 20 markets across 7 unique pairs. Of all available markets,
2 are found on decentralised exchanges according to coingecko. Of the available markets 0 provide liquidity incentives
suggesting organic volume. This suggests the volume present across markets is organic and sustainable. [1]
Overall, the token is widely available and has sufficiently deep liquidity for its use case. However, it would be desirable
to see more wNXM pairs on more decentralised trading venues resulting in a deduction of -2 points from the overall
score of 5.
Source:
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-

[1] https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/wrapped-nxm

Score: 5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer:
NXM again is limited by design in its function. Yet the wrapped counterpart can be LP in several Dexes across several
protocols [1] and staked in iTrustFinance [2]. In addition, Armor.fi has a arNXM/NXM yield vault [3]. Overall the Procol
scores a high 5 as the protocol can be used on a few protocols and with few different use cases.
Sources:
-

[1] https://defillama.com/yields/token/NXM
[2] https://itrust-finance.gitbook.io/information/
[3]https://armorfi.gitbook.io/armor/products/arnxm-yield-vault

Score: 5

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer: The team is credible and public.
Team
●
●

Hugh Karp is the founder of Nexus Mutual. He has close to 15 years of experience in the insurance industry in
various capacities among among other C-level positions.
Roxana Danila is the CTO at Nexus Mutual. She has been prior a Co-founder and CTO at Nectar a Kubernetes
start-up and worked for 4 years as at Facebook as Tech Lead and Software engineer.

PrimeRating
●

●

●
●
●

Kayleigh Petrie is the Operations Director at Nexus Mutual. She worked in Communications and Engagement
for the NHS and Social Relationsh Officer for multiple health insitutions (e.g. Human Fertilisation and

Embryology Authority, Care UK, First Call Contract Services Ltd, Frontline Communication Group).
Ricky Tan is the Head of Business Development at Nexus Mutual and the founder of TokenData. He
started is career at JPMorgan Analyst & Associate and held after that several Management and Business
Development & Strategy positions at corporations. In 2017 he founded TokenData.io which he runs in
parralel with his current position as Nexus.
Dan Octavian is a Software Engineer at Nexus Mutual with a 5 year Software engineering background
prior to starting at Nexus Mutual in March 2020.
Anatol Prisacaru is a software & security engineer with more than 10 years of experience. He has worked
for multiple different companies in the past.
Dragos Horodnic is a software engineer with over 7 years of experience. He has built and led large-scale
projects for government consultancy and financial sectors.

Advisory Board (specific protocol function):

●

●
●
●

Reinis Melbardis has a common background with Hugh Karp at Munich Re (Group) and thus spend
nearly 6 years in the insurance industry. He joined Nexus Mutual as Business Development Director for 1
year after leaving for Aon as Capital Solutions Actuary. He re-joined the Investment Hub and Advisory
Board of Nexus Mutual in February 2020 until to this day.
Graeme Thurgood shows an extensive background in the insurance industry of more than 20 years. He
joined the advisory board of Nexus Mutual in Mai 2019 and has been holding the position ever since.
Nick Munoz-McDonald is listed on the webpage as part of the advisory board and previously Head of
Audit for Solidified, current Melon Council member and all-around smart contract security expert.
Hugh Karp and Roxana Danila are found on the advisory board as well.

Community
●

Mutant Marketing is a community-initiated marketing group with the goal to grow the membership of Nexus
Mutual.

Advisor
●

●

Steve Barker- CEO of Swapforex. He has 28 years of experience in financial services and start-ups and
studied MSc. in Digital Currencies at the University of Nicosia as well as Economics & Finance at RMIT
University.
Evan van Ness is the founder of WeekInEthereum.

Score: 15
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b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer: In order to assess whether the team has the relevant experience protocol needs have been identified as
follows by investigating the road map[1] and critically thinking about protocol needs:
-

Insurance expertise for the conceptual development of products and the functioning of a Mutual
Technical development skills for implementation of products
Marketing and Business Development to foster growth in protocol functions
Marketing and Community Management to foster user growth
Regulatory expertise for organisational structure and cover products

As outlined in the previous section a strong experience in insurance exists in the team (Hugh Karp, Reinis Melbardis,
Graeme Thurgood) as well as technical expertise (Roxana Danila, Dragos Horodnic, Anatol Prisacaru, Dan Octavian).
While blockchain development expertise is not explicitly mentioned it can be concluded given their product is life for
multiple years that sufficient skill and experience exists. The community-initiated Mutant Marketing group seem to be
effective and supports expertise and skill in Business Development (Ricky Tan) and Community Relations (Kayleigh
Petrie). Thus overall, the team seems well-rounded and meets the protocol needs to make Nexus Mutual a successful
product. -2 points are deducted as more legal expertise may be needed to assess the cover product and
organisational structure. This was unable to be verified based on the information searched.
Sources:
-

[1] https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/docs/welcome/roadmap

Score: 8

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?
(5 points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
the industry?
Answer: The team is moderately active in public - yet most discourse gravitates around their product [1,2]. Hugh Karp
comments on broader themes within DeFi occasionally [3]. Overall a score of 3 is assigned.
[1] https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=nexus+mutual+
[2]
https://www.google.com/search?q=hugh+karp&sxsrf=ALiCzsbFWoZZteqcKL4wwB5sGsW1234kUQ:1656074192733&
source=lnms&tbm=vid&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiZ1eqPjcb4AhUlMuwKHXEPANgQ_AUoA3oECAIQBQ&biw=852&bih=710&
dpr=1.25
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[3] https://twitter.com/HughKarp
Score: 3

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer:
The team has shown to be able to attract resources - Nexus Mutual has managed great a soft meme around the turtle
in their protocol which represents an intangible resource representing the community spirit. In addition, the Team has
catered for wider community initiatives to take place through their community funds. This is believably manifested
through Mutanant Marketing among other initiatives. The protocol has a bug bounty program and bug bounty program
[1].
In terms of financial resources Nexus Mutual managed to raise approximately 5 Million over Seed and venture round
from reputable Tier1 Venture Capital firms [2, 3].A setback and potentially questioning the ability to coordinate
resources is and at the time 8 Million worth of wNXM hack where the Nexus Mutual CEO Hugh Karp was tricked into
sending $8 million to a hacker. [4]
Thus overall this section receives an 8 according to this rater.
Sources:
-

-

[1] https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/docs/welcome/audits-and-security
[2] https://decrypt.co/57844/vc-firms-invest-2-7-million-in-defi-insurer-nexus-mutual
[3]
https://www.cryptoninjas.net/2018/04/04/blockchain-asset-fund-kr1-invests-in-nexusmutual-argent-and-herdi
us/
[4] https://decrypt.co/51650/the-nexus-mutual-hacker-is-asking-for-2-6-million-in-ethereum

Score: 8

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.



PrimeRating

a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer:
wNXM is an immutable community-initiated smart contract to wrap NXM and has no admin key [1]. On the other hand,
NXM smart contracts are transparently listed [2]. In the early phase of the protocol, the advisory board had the power
to “unilaterally upgrade” Nexus Mutual [3]. This control was implemented for safety reasons and has been forfeited
within 3-6 months after launch, meaning Nexus V1 contracts are immutable and cannot be upgraded.. The advisory
board now only has an emergence pause control to stop all transactions within the protocol with the purpose to allow
code upgrades to be completed before any further transactions pass. All code upgrades (outside the Emergency
Control period) must be agreed to by the membership base [3]. The protocol upgradable smart contracts with admin
keys are managed by the advisory board [4]. This function is guarded by a 3-out-of-5 multi-sig according to
BraveNewDefi. Upgrades are claimed to only be able to be implemented only through member votes [6]. The
community fund is managed by a 4-out-of-7 multi-sig consisting of signers made up of the team and community
members.
Overall a score of 15 is assigned as a large extent of power is rested on the advisory board. Yet, individuals on the
advisory board are staked and credible and efforts are made to hand over believably power to the community.
Sources:
-

-

[1] https://discord.com/channels/496296560624140298/769123252693368892/770254923341496351
[2] https://api.nexusmutual.io/version-data/
[3]
https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/docs/users/understanding-nexus-mutual/governance#decentralisation-tradeoffs
[4]https://etherscan.io/address/0x01BFd82675DBCc7762C84019cA518e701C0cD07e/advanced#code#F1#L
1
[5] https://gnosis-safe.io/app/eth:0x586b9b2F8010b284A0197f392156f1A7Eb5e86e9/settings/policies
[6] https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/docs/users/understanding-nexus-mutual/governance#overview

Score: 15

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer:
Nexus Mutual outlines the governance capabilities of the different protocols which are clearly listed within their
Gitbook [1]:

PrimeRating

-

-

-

Overall governance influences nearly all operations of the protocol. More control could be handed to the community
yet Nexus took a practical approach allowing the overthrowing of power by the advisory board at any time [2,3]. Thus a
score of 12 is justified.
Sources:
-

[1] https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/docs/users/understanding-nexus-mutual/governance#overview
[2] https://medium.com/nexus-mutual/dao-governance-a-pragmatic-approach-27d529ad0819
[3]
https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/docs/users/understanding-nexus-mutual/governance#decentralisation-tradeoffs

Score: 12
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c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer:
Nexus Mutal shows a diverse set of active participants around the debate of the protocol when viewing the forum.

Fig G4c-1: Forum user Stats - Source: Nexus Mutual Forum

It is hard to identify on the governance interface how many people participated in a vote as only a token balance is
displayed instead of a number of voters. A quorum by a token balance of 1000000 can easily be achieved based on
token holder distribution by 8-10 addresses [1, 2]. More in-depth investigation can be conducted by investigating the
governance smart contract [3].
The snapshot governance of the community fund offers more transparency. The participation of the 31 Snapshot
votes since March 2021 varies greatly. However, token holders seem to participate. [4]

PrimeRating
Overall a score of 3 is awarded. Governance participation is sufficient. The quality of discourse is high, but there is
room for improvement in terms of diversity and activity.
Source:
-

[1] https://etherscan.io/token/0xd7c49cee7e9188cca6ad8ff264c1da2e69d4cf3b#balances
[2] https://app.nexusmutual.io/governance/view?proposalId=160
[3] https://etherscan.io/address/0x4A5C681dDC32acC6ccA51ac17e9d461e6be87900
[4] https://snapshot.org/#/community.nexusmutual.eth

Score: 3

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer:
Nexus Mutual uses Discord [1] and Forum [2] as a communication channels to facilitate discussion around
governance debate. Community Grants and Operations decision-making (i.e. budget and partnership approvals) are
voted on in Snapshot [3], whereas protocol upgrades are facilitated through the Nexus Mutual Frontend on a custom
platform implementing changes on-chain wherever possible [4].
Overall, the protocol has a reliable and useful governance infrastructure which makes sensible trade-offs and thus
deserves 10 points.
Source:
-

[1] https://discord.gg/J7vjM25rhE
[2] https://forum.nexusmutual.io/
[3] https://snapshot.org/#/community.nexusmutual.eth
[4] https://app.nexusmutual.io/governance

Score: 10
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e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer:
The governance process can be divided into protocol governance and governance of the community fund. The latter
uses Snapshot and the governance process is clearly outlined in the figure below and follows a typical soft consensus
process in discord and forum before being listed by an author of the snapshot. If successful, payouts are made via the
community fund multi-sig.

Governance beyond the community fund requires members to [2]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Raise the proposal via the governance app
White-listing of the proposal by the advisory board
Advisory board vote acts as guidance for the community on the proposal
Binding Member vote
Direct on-chain implementation if possible

Key Parameters [2]:
●
●
●
●
●

Quorum (Regular Resolutions): 15% of voting power
Quorum (Special Resolutions): 75% of voting power
Majority (Regular Resolutions): 50%
Super-majority (Special Resolutions): 75%
Voting Weight: 1 + NXM Tokens (capped at 5% of the total vote per Member)

PrimeRating

The protocol demonstrates a fairly robust governance process and seem to encourage good governance. Hence,
overall the protocol deserves a high score of 8.
Sources:
[1] https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/docs/nexus-hub/overview
[2] https://nexusmutual.gitbook.io/docs/users/understanding-nexus-mutual/governance#overview
Score: 8

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in
case of a breach of the agreement?
Answer: Nexus Mutual has been designed with regulatory compliance in mind and is registered under Nexus Mutual
Ltd, as a real UK-based company. [1] Nexus Mutual has plans to move towards a stateless DAO, which was affirmed
via Snapshot vote towards the end of February 2022 [2, 3].
[1] https://find-and-update.company-information.service.gov.uk/company/10917763
[2] https://forum.nexusmutual.io/t/notice-of-general-meeting-operation-wartortle/768
[3]
https://snapshot.org/#/specialresolution.nexusmutual.eth/proposal/0x920354b8eebe2f74d720ac6dd10771532a2c0ae0
f3f42a0b62194f51c91711f0
Score: 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer: Nexus Mutual is a UK-based company.
Score: 10
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